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  RRPGRANDIOSO T1 

Starting at $99,888.00State of the art, MagneDrive Turntable 

A new undertaking to commemorate the 35th Anniversary of the Esoteric legacy; it’s the first-ever turntable in our history.
Accommodating a patent-registered unique contact-free drive mechanism, the “Esoteric MagneDrive System”, that inductively synchronizes the rotations
of a magnetic driver and platter, realizing a quiet and silky-smooth rotation at an extraordinarily accurate rotation speed.
This turntable – with 10MHz Clock Sync capability for the motor drive unit and 3 piece independent chassis configuration – is the culmination of Esoteric’s
unique design philosophy and mechanical/electronic technology.

Key Features:
 - Esoteric’s patented contact-free drive system “Esoteric MagneDrive System”
 - Magne-Float platter greatly reduces spindle bearing friction by reducing platter’s effective mass from 19kg down to approx. 4kg.
 - Consists of 3 separated units: main unit, motor unit, and power supply unit.
 - High quality VCXO motor driver ensures precise platter rotation.
 - 10MHz Clock Sync capability with the Grandioso G1X Master Clock.
 - Inverted bearing system supports smooth rotation of the platter.
 - Triple layer chassis made of Aluminum and wood, effectively controls vibration.
 - The mid-chassis is applied with beautiful high gross piano lacquer.
 - The isolation feet have a special damping mechanism that eliminates external vibration.
 - Two speed control (33/45 rpm), adjustable with 0.1% order.
 - The T1 is offered in two configurations, with TA-9D dynamic balance tonearm or without.
 - Optional arm-board allows the T1 accommodates up to 3 tonearms.

The power supply unit for the motor is isolated from the motor and supplies extremely clean and powerful current. A dedicated over-sized toroidal power
transformer is accommodated in a seperate unit. The power supply for the operation is driven by an R-core power transformer separate from that for the motor.
The enclosure, which requires rigidity, is made of aluminum and is thoroughly non-resonant, while, the top panel, which needs to be free of vibration for an
open sound, has a semi-floating structure, and the isolation feet with a special structure reduce mechanical stress and improves sound quality.

The Grandioso T1 is available in the following configurations

 1. Grandioso T1/AL Analog Turntable without Tonearm
 2 Grandioso T1 Analog Turntable with TA-9D Dynamic Balance Tonearm

A Tonearm Base Kit is required on the Grandioso T1/AL. 

Custom-designed Tonearm Base Kit is also available on built-to-order basis. Please contact us for further details. 

All Esoteric products come with a 3 year warranty

Reference Audio Visual Pty Ltd  -  5/34 Palmerston Rd East, Ringwood, Vic 3134
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GRANDIOSO P1X          NEW! $65,000.00
Reference SACD/CD Digital Transport & separate power supply

A revolution in the audio world has arrived. ESOTERIC engineers have taken the best and made it even better.
Introducing the new P1X SE CD/SACD transport. Featuring the brand new VRDS-ATLAS CD/SACD mechanism, the
P1X is the most accurate and technically advanced optical disc playback device ever created.
Coupled with the brand new D1X SE mono DAC’s, the new P1X SE, D1X SE system is the ultimate digital source. 

Key Features: (New features of the SE model are shown with the        logo)
 - “VRDS ATLAS” Super Audio CD Transport mechanism
 - “ES-LINK 5” ultra-wide range digital transmission
 - Dual chassis design for main unit and power supply
 - “Master Sound Discrete Clock for Digital Player” - in-house developed discrete clock module
 - Clock sync function
 - Four independent toroidal power supply transformers
 - Semi-floating top panel
 - Redesigned pinpoint feet
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GRANDIOSO D1X          NEW! $65,000.00

Reference Master Sound Distrete DAC (mono design, sold as pair only)

ESOTERIC’s first internal design discrete DAC, the “Master Sound Discrete DAC is a significantly advanced
64-bit resolution DAC that has evolved from the conventional 36-bit DAC, supporting the latest technologies
including 512Fs (22.5MHz) DSD processing and MQA decoding.
The circuit boards are all produced in house at ESOTERIC’s own facility that manufactures boards for not only
high end audio, but also for the medical and aerospace industries. These boards are soldered in anaerobic ovens
in a medical grade clean room ensuring the best build quality possible.
ESOTERIC engineers aimed to produce a DAC that expresses 100% of ”Musical power” with emotion that a chipset
cannot achieve. We present a new horizon in DAC technology. The D1X SE, the new benchmark in DACs.

Key Features: (New features of the SE model are shown with the        logo)
 - “Master Sound Discrete DAC” - In-house developed FPGA, 64bit/512Fs Delta-Sigma modulator
 - “ES-LINK 5” ultra-wide range digital transmission (DSD 22.5Mhz, PCM 768kHz/48bit capable)
 - “Master Sound Discrete Clock for Digital Player” – in-house developed discrete clock module
 - Dual chassis design, left & right channels in seperate chassis
 - “ES-LINK Analog” current transfer compatible (for use with selected ESOTERIC amplification)
 - MQA decoder / up-convert function
 - USB input with DSD 22.5Mhz & PCM 768kHz/32bit asynchronous transmission
 - Semi-floating top panel
 - Redesigned pinpoint feet

GRANDIOSO K1X          NEW! $55,000.00

Reference SACD/CD player 

The Gradioso K1X SE is a new flagship Super Audio CD/CD Player empoying two revolution, the VRDS-ATLAS –
an unprecedented transport mechanism that invites you to the furthest reaches of sound – and the 
Master Sound Discrete DAC that brings out all the dynamics and energy of music, while supporting 
DSD 22.5MHz, PCM 768kHz/32-bit and MQA, to connect people to music.
The K1X's independently developed ∆∑ modulator supports 64-bit/512Fs and the latest high-end digital formats,
 including of 22.5MHz DSD and 768kHz PCM signals. The FPGA's* dedicated digital processing algorithm
was developed exclusively for the Master Sound Discrete DAC, and has been fully optimized for outstanding
playback of both DSD and PCM digital audio data.

Key Features: (New features of the SE model are shown with the        logo)
 - “VRDS-ATLAS” Super Audio CD transport mechanism
 - “Master Sound Discrete DAC” – In-house developed FPGA, 64bit/512Fs Delta-Sigma modulator
 - “ES-Link Analog” current signal transmission output
 - Up-graded DAC board with specially selected quality parts including IDM-01
 - “Master Sound Discrete Clock for Digital Player” – in-house developed discrete clock module
 - Clock sync function
 - Four independent toroidal power supply transformers
 - 76 × EDLC super capacitors (total capacitance: 2,050,000µF=2.05F)
 - Semi-floating top panel
 - Redesigned pinpoint feet 
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(pair)

High Performance external power supply available for K1X SE

GRANDIOSO PS1 - NEW! $20,500.00
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GRANDIOSO C1X $59,500.00
Reference Pre-amplifier with seperate power supply

For the control center of Esoteric’s flagship Grandioso X edition, our engineers looked ahead to what lies beyond
what a preamplifier should be.
In order to surpass the Grandioso C1, winner of countless awards following its 2014 introduction, we set out to 
thoroughly reimagine the volume control system – often considered to be the fundamental core of a preamplifier
 – thereby dramatically improving its precision and clarity of sound to become the standard for a new era.
Esoteric’s accumulated engineering knowledge and expertise was focused on the creation of a new preamplifier
that meets the desires of the consummate audiophile – The new Grandioso C1X.

Key Features:
 - Full dual monoblock configuration with separate power supply chassis
 - "Ultra-Fidelity Attenuator System" with 1,120 steps @ 0.1dB intervals
 - 3 inputs and 2 outputs of ES-LINK Analog, a unique and proprietary current transmission system
 - 2 XLR outputs and 2 ES-LINK Analog outputs for a multi-power amplifier system
 - Monoblock configuration with advanced vibration control
 - Independent input gain controls can be adjusted within a range of ±18dB. (in 0.1dB steps)
 - Adjustable L/R channel volume balance controls can be adjusted within a range of ±6dB. (in 0.1dB steps)
 - AV THRU allows simultaneous coexistence of both AV surround and pure two-channel audio
 - Large letter font ensures easy viewing of volume display
 - Display provides easy editing of source device names
 - RS-232C control with 1 trigger input and 2 trigger outputs
 - Double-face remote control to operate ESOTERIC source devices (RC-1334)

GRANDIOSO G1X $35,000.00
Reference master clock

In the endless pursuit of musical expression that stays one step ahead of everything that has gone before, 
Esoteric’s first-ever in-house developed OCXO* clock module, the G1X Master Sound Discrete Clock, 
is finally complete. The new Grandioso G1X represents a new horizon in master clocks that brings out the 
full potential of a digital player’s ability to play music, realizing unprecedented levels of profound musical 
excitement.

Key Features:
 - Esoteric’s first wholly original clock module
 - New Esoteric SC1 Crystal
 - 128-Step heater control maintains uniform oven temperature
 - Four independent power supplies for the ultimate in musicality
 - Esoteric-HCLD buffer amplifier
 - Five 10MHz sine wave clock outputs compatible with ‘Adaptive Zero Ground’ mode
 - Custom-made coaxial cables with MIL-Spec SMA Connectors
 - Preheat function

All Esoteric products come with a 3 year warranty

Reference Audio Visual Pty Ltd  -  5/34 Palmerston Rd East, Ringwood, Vic 3134
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GRANDIOSO C1X SOLO $35,000.00
Reference Pre-amplifier

The Grandioso C1X "solo" edition is housed in an integrated chassis without changing the internal circuit 
configuration of the original C1X, as well as its five independent power transformer configurations for each
circuit block, achieving an elegant and beautiful size form factor while maintaining the C1X’s signature sound.

Key Features:
 - Full dual monoblock configuration in a one-piece chassis
 - Dual-balanced configuration with 4 circuits per channel for thorough low noise
 - "Ultra-Fidelity Attenuator System" with 1,120 steps @ 0.1dB intervals
 - 3 inputs and 2 outputs of ES-LINK Analog, a unique and proprietary current transmission system
 - 2 XLR outputs and 2 ES-LINK Analog outputs for a multi-power amplifier system
 - 5 transformers: 4 large-capacity toroidal transformers for audio system, 1 R-core transformer for control system
 - Adjustable L/R channel volume balance controls can be adjusted within a range of ±6dB. (in 0.1dB steps)
 - AV THRU allows simultaneous coexistence of both AV surround and pure two-channel audio
 - Large letter font ensures easy viewing of volume display
 - Display provides easy editing of source device names
 - RS-232C control with 1 trigger input and 2 trigger outputs
 - DC Trigger input/output for system Power ON/OFF including power amplifier
 - Double-face remote control to operate ESOTERIC source devices (RC-1334)



GRANDIOSO M1X $45,000.00
Reference Class A/B Monoblock Power Amplifier
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Master Amplification – A New Era. Transforming the full range of music from dignified silence to surging passion,
a new milestone in amplifiers brings together wisdom and technology. Esoteric’s Grandioso M1 “X” Edition.
“1,018” This is the total number of new components employed in the New M1 “X” Edition. 1,018 out of 1,554 components
in the “X” Edition, (specifically 90% of the electrical circuitry) have been completely redesigned from the original
Grandioso M1 model. As the music starts to play, the presence of the audio component disappears into the background
and the excitement of the listening experience is revealed; a place where the music is unleashed in all its dynamism
and majestic scale. By introducing an inordinate number of new materials, particularly the completely redesigned
drive stage and power supply section, the M1X’s new signature sound provides music with an extra dimension.

Key Features:
 - Fully balanced configuration
 - “ES-LINK Analog” transmission pushes the limits of fidelity between Pre/Power amplifiers
 - Newly designed balanced input stage amplifier
 - All-new drive stage delivering upto 2,400W/ 1 Ohm output power
 - Massive  3,000VA custom power transformer
 - Ultra high-capacity Esoteric custom capacitors with a total capacity of 60,000µF per chassis
 - Pure copper busbars, ultra-thick wiring & shortest pattern connections significantly reduce internal impedance
 - Balanced audio connections in each circuit block to ensure low noise
 - Dual honeycomb grille and semi-floating top panel for heat exhaust and sound release
 - Resonance free monoblock chassis design with semi-floating top panel & isolated footers
 - DC Trigger input for Power ON/OFF

GRANDIOSO S1X $49,500.00
Reference Class-A Stereo Power Amplifier

With the birth of the Grandioso M1X, our flagship monoblock power amplifier, the ESOTERIC amplifier design
platform has been completely revamped. The Grandioso S1 has now been reborn as the Grandioso S1X, 
the new flagship in a completely different class of Class-A stereo power amplifiers.
The monoblock M1X embodies ESOTERIC's idea of the ideal amplifier. The dynamic sound of the M1X, 
produced by a completely redesigned drive stage and a powerful power supply unit that incorporates an
enormous amount of material, has captivated audiophiles around the world. The S1X, a Class-A stereo model,
beautifully follows the M1X's signature sound of "a sense of dynamism that unleashes the full power of music"
and "a sense of grand scale." The S1X offers a half the space form factor and the transparent and detailed 
expressiveness that only Class-A can deliver. 
Here, is a milestone model that realizes ESOTERIC's ideals of the Class-A stereo amplifier.

Key Features:
 - Newly designed drive stage with 5-parallel push-pull drive by high-capacity bipolar transistors
 - Pure Class-A operating range of 50W / 8 ohm provides dense musical expression, precision & dynamism
 - “ES-LINK Analog” transmission pushes the limits of fidelity between Pre/Power amplifiers
 - Superior power linearity for unparalleled dynamics (50W/8Ω to 100W/4Ω)
 - Large-capacity toroidal power transformer that is extremely responsive to dynamic current supply changes
 - Channel independent high-capacity Grandioso Custom Block Capacitors (10,000µF × 6/ch)
 - Pure copper busbars, ultra-thick wiring & shortest pattern connections significantly reduce internal impedance
 - Balanced audio connections in each circuit block to ensure low noise
 - Stereo mode and bi-amp mode for further system enhancement by combining two units.
 - Enlarged chassis to M1X size with newly designed Class-A construction
 - Dual honeycomb grille and semi-floating top panel for heat exhaust and sound release
 - DC Trigger input for Power ON/OFF

All Esoteric products come with a 3 year warranty

Reference Audio Visual Pty Ltd  -  5/34 Palmerston Rd East, Ringwood, Vic 3134
ABN 14 105 491 361 -  Ph: (03) 8813 0137 - Email:  sales@referenceav.com.au
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SACD/CD PLAYERS   RRP

K-01XD $33,000.00

K-03XD $20,000.00

Since the first debut of our K-01 and K-03 Super Audio CD Players, Esoteric’s integrated digital players have
captivated listeners with their unrivaled playback of musical sources. They have also gone on to win numerous
awards as they have come to be regarded as the gold standard of digital players around the world. 
This new “XD” edition boasts even more advanced features, combining two innovative technologies originally 
developed for Esoteric’s flagship Grandioso K-1X model: VRDS-ATLAS, the superlative new Super Audio CD 
transport mechanism, and Master Sound Discrete DAC, designed completely in-house by ESOTERIC to provide
even more enhanced playback from digital musical sources.

Key Features:
 - “VRDS ATLAS 01” Transport mechanism
 - Custom in-house designed Master Sound Discrete DAC with 64-bit/512Fs ∆Σ modulator
 - ES-LINK Analog current transfer comatible (for use with selected ESOTERIC amplification)
 - USB input with DSD 22.5Mhz & PCM 768kHz/32bit support
 - MQA full decoding circuit for MQA-CD playback
 - High performance power supply featuring four high capacity torodial power transformers
 - External 10MHz clock sync
 - Ultra high tolerance, hand selected high sound quality components used throughout
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All Esoteric products come with a 3 year warranty

Reference CD/SACD Player/DAC

Reference CD/SACD Player/DAC

Since the first debut of our K-01 and K-03 Super Audio CD Players, Esoteric’s integrated digital players have
captivated listeners with their unrivaled playback of musical sources. They have also gone on to win numerous
awards as they have come to be regarded as the gold standard of digital players around the world. 
This new “XD” edition boasts even more advanced features, combining two innovative technologies originally 
developed for Esoteric’s flagship Grandioso K-1X model: VRDS-ATLAS, the superlative new Super Audio CD 
transport mechanism, and Master Sound Discrete DAC, designed completely in-house by ESOTERIC to provide
even more enhanced playback from digital musical sources.

Key Features:
 - “VRDS ATLAS 03” Transport mechanism
 - Custom in-house designed Master Sound Discrete DAC with 64-bit/512Fs ∆Σ modulator
 - ES-LINK Analog current transfer comatible (for use with selected ESOTERIC amplification)
 - USB input with DSD 22.5Mhz & PCM 768kHz/32bit support
 - MQA full decoding circuit for MQA-CD playback
 - High performance power supply featuring two high capacity torodial power transformers
 - External 10MHz clock sync

K-05XD
Reference CD/SACD Player/DAC

$15,000.00

The K-05 series has evolved with the new K-05XD moving to the full sized chassis and featuring its own version
of the new VRDS-ATLAS transport mechanism & Master Sound Discrete DAC. A seismic shift in performance,
coupled with many of the features of higher end models, the K-05XD sets a new benchmark in the 
price/performance world. 

Key Features:
 - Newly developed "VRDS-ATLAS 05" transport mechanism
 - Custom in-house designed Master Sound Discrete DAC with 64-bit/512Fs ∆Σ modulator
 - ES-LINK Analog current transfer comatible (for use with selected ESOTERIC amplification)
 - USB input with DSD 22.5Mhz & PCM 768kHz/32bit support
 - MQA full decoding circuit for MQA-CD playback
 - High resolution EL organic display
 - External 10MHz clock sync
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N-03T $13,500.00

Reference Network Audio Transport

The N-03T fulfills every music lover's dream: to access music freely from your living room chair and enjoy 
the very best audio quality. The DSD master audio source provides a crystal-clear audio experience, your 
CD collection is arranged in a library for easy access, and streaming services put new music at your fingertips.
The N-03T is a network audio transport system specially designed to connect with an external DAC or a 
Super Audio CD player's built-in DAC via USB connection.
The N-03T is compatible with a vast range of formats (DSF, DSDIFF, FLAC, Apple Lossless, WAV, AIFF, MP3, AAC)
and supports playback up to DSD 11.2MHz and PCM 384kHz/32-bit by USB output. 

Key Features:
 - High-sampling digital output - upto DSD512 (22.5Mhz) & 768kHz / 32-bit PCM
 - Music server function (using external file storage)
 - Full support for TIDAL, qobuz, Spotify streaming services & dedicated ESOTERIC app
 - ROON Ready & MQA decoding & music server function (using external file storage)
 - High performance power supply featuring two high capacity torodial power transformers
 - Clock sync function
 - Ultra high tolerance, hand selected high sound quality components used throughout

N-05XD $14,000.00

64-bit Streamer/DAC/pre-amplifier/headphone amplifier 

Reproducing the full sound quality of the original masters. The N-05XD, a new frontier in network DAC/preamps.
The N-05XD is a highly versatile high-end component that has been meticulously finished without any
compromise, providing top-tier audio performance, no matter the function the user selects to use. When 
switched to fixed line level output, the N-05XD can be connected to an external preamp for operation as a 
standalone digital source or DAC. Likewise, its Network function can be completely turned OFF when not use.
 The N-05XD also comes equipped with AV Pass through output that allows it to be used as a front channel
 preamp in a surround sound AV speaker system.

Key Features:
 - Master Sound Discrete DAC based on D1X Grandioso mono DAC circuit design
 - Digital file support upto DSD512 (22.5Mhz) & 384kHz / 32-bit PCM
 - Music server function (using external file storage)
 - Full support for TIDAL, qobuz, Spotify, ROON Ready, MQA decoding & dedicated ESOTERIC app
 - Fully balanced dual mono preamplifier
 - Fully balanced dual mono headphone amplifier
 - Clock sync function

NETWORK DACS

N-01XD         NEW! $33,000.00

Reference 64-bit Streaming audio player/DAC 

The N-01XD SE is ESOTERIC's flagship network audio player, featuring the ESOTERIC in house distrete DAC
as found in the new K1X SE CD/SACD player! We have poured more than 30-years' worth of digital player 
development know-how into every detail of the N-01XD SE, incorporating our proprietary "ES-LINK5 & ES-LINK
Analog" transmission methods, 64-bit D/A processing and the new VCXO II high precision clock module 
designed for GRANDIOSO  models. the SE version is now available with new discrete clock technology and 
improved analog circuitry in the DAC. Prestigious audio circuitry, highly advanced network audio module and 
playback applications create a cutting-edge device that is incredibly easy to use, generating an entirely new
standard for network playback. ROON Ready, support for TIDAL & QUBUZ, as well as support for MQA on ALL inputs.

Key Features: (New features of the SE model are shown with the        logo)
 - Master Sound Discrete DAC with the same circuit scale as the Grandioso D1X SE
 - Digital file support upto DSD512 (22.5Mhz) & 384kHz / 32-bit PCM
 - Updated discrete parts in analog DAC section, including Esoteric IDM-01 amplifier element
 - Full support for TIDAL, qobuz, Spotify streaming services & dedicated ESOTERIC app
 - ROON Ready & MQA decoding & music server function (using external file storage)
 - Master Sound Discrete Clock for Digital Player 
 - High performance power supply featuring four high capacity torodial power transformers
 - Clock sync function
 - Redesigned pinpoint feet 
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INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS

F-01 - NEW! $30,000.00

F-02 - NEW! $28,000.00

Reference Class A Stereo Integrated Amplifier

Reference Class A/B Stereo Integrated Amplifier

PS-01F - NEW! $9,000.00

External PSU exclusive for the new F-series pre-amp section

The F-01 has been significantly upgraded from the previous F Series in both functionality & sound quality, 
incorporating new technologies from the Grandioso C1X preamplifier. The power amplifier section of the F-01
follows the circuit design concept of the S1X providing a high quality class A option. The new F Series is designed
to be the pinnacle of quality in terms of drive capability and sound quality, as good as separate power amplifiers. 

Key Features:
 - A fully balanced dual mono preamp in the direct line of the Grandioso C1X
 - "Ultra Fidelity Attenuator System", a stepped attenuator circuit developed by Esoteric
 - 3 inputs of “ES-Link Analog”, a unique and proprietary current transmission system
 - 2 headphone outputs (balanced 4-pin XLR / unbalanced 6.3mm) fully balanced dual mono amp design
 - 3-band balanced tone control, independently adjustable for each input source
 - Simple and straightforward circuit design concept based on Grandioso S1X
 - Class A 30 WPC/8Ω or 60 WPC/4Ω
 - Huge 940VA EI core power transformer
 - Channel-independent Grandioso grade custom block capacitors (10,000µF x 4/ch)
 - AV through output (volume bypass) ensures seamless coexistence with AV systems
 - Displayed source device names can be programed

The F-02 has been significantly upgraded from the previous F Series in both functionality & sound quality, 
incorporating new technologies from the Grandioso C1X preamplifier. The power amplifier section of the F-02
follows the circuit design concept of the M1X providing a high power class A/B option. The new F Series is designed
to be the pinnacle of quality in terms of drive capability and sound quality, as good as separate power amplifiers.

Key Features:
 - A fully balanced dual mono preamp in the direct line of the Grandioso C1X
 - "Ultra Fidelity Attenuator System", a stepped attenuator circuit developed by Esoteric
 - 3 inputs of “ES-Link Analog”, a unique and proprietary current transmission system
 - 2 headphone outputs (balanced 4-pin XLR / unbalanced 6.3mm) fully balanced dual mono amp design
 - 3-band balanced tone control, independently adjustable for each input source
 - Simple and straightforward circuit design concept based on Grandioso M1X
 - Class A/B 120 WPC/8Ω or 240 WPC/4Ω
 - Huge 940VA EI core power transformer
 - Channel-independent Grandioso grade custom block capacitors (10,000µF x 4/ch)
 - AV through output (volume bypass) ensures seamless coexistence with AV systems
 - Displayed source device names can be programed 

The PS-01F is an external power supply for the audio circuitry of the preamp section, designed to further enhance
the sound quality of the F-01/F-02. By adding the PS-01F to the F-01/F-02, the preamp’s capacitance is greatly
increased and clearly separated from the amplifier’s main rectifier, allowing the user to enjoy the finest details
and dynamics of music, reminiscent of the Grandioso C1X, our flagship preamp with a separate power supply.

  RRP
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PHONO PRE-AMPLIFIER

$11,000.00E-02
Reference Stereo Phono Pre-amplifier
To meet the demands of vinyl lovers the world over, ESOTERIC has poured knowledge accumulated over many
years of developing audio technology into the E-02. Adding the new fully balanced transmission and amplification
circuit utilizing MC cartridges, the E-02 achieve a level of analog playback previously unimaginable.

Key Features:
 - Independent dual mono design with fully balanced circuit design
 - Three types of input including XLR balanced input
 - Various control functions including demag function, mono switch & subsonic filter
 - ES-LINK analog output



$9,000.00G-05 - NEW!
Master Sound Discrete Clock

MASTER CLOCK GENERATORS

$26,000.00S-02
Reference Class A/B Stereo Power Amplifier

$16,000.00S-05 - NEW!
Class A Stereo Power Amplifier

  RRP

G-01XD - NEW!

POWER AMPLFIERS

$20,000.00
Reference Master Sound Discrete Clock
The G-01XD is a master clock generator equipped with Master Sound Discrete Clock, an OCXO* clock module
developed in-house to enhance the musical expression of digital players. The G-01XD brings out the full music
playback potential of the Esoteric K-01/N-01 series, as well as various digital players that can be connectedto
a 10 MHz external clock.

Key Features:
 - Esoteric SC1 Custom Made Crystal
 - Master Sound Thermo Control – Esoteric's Proprietary Temperature Control Program
 - 128-Step Multi-Step Controlled Heater to Maintain Uniform Oven Temperature
 - Four Independent Power Supplies for the Ultimate in Musicality 
 - Four 10MHz Sine Wave Clock Outputs Compatible with ‘Adaptive Zero Ground’ Mode
 - A Custom Designed Coaxial Cable with MIL-standard SMA connectors

The G-05 Master Clock Generator is now available with this in-house developed module, which will bring out
the full musical reproduction potential of the Esoteric K and N series, as well as a wide range of other digital
players.

Key Features:
 - Esoteric SXT-03, a large custom crystal oscillator with ideal electro-physical characteristics
 - Master Sound Thermo Control – Esoteric's Proprietary Temperature Control Program
 - 128-Step Multi-Step Controlled Heater to Maintain Uniform Oven Temperature
 - Three independent power supplies that directly supply the optimum voltage to each circuit block
 - Four 10MHz sine wave clock output terminals
 - Available in Silver or Black chassis

The S-02 utilizes technology employed in Esoteric's Grandioso M1 and S1 power amplifiers to offer generous
power (290W into 4 ohms) and exceptional dynamics that propel musical crescendos to breathtaking heights.
Featuring custom power transformers, exceptional damping factor, high current output transistors
and a battleship grade chassis, the S-02 is capable of handling even the most demanding load.

Key Features:
 - Breathtaking speaker-driving power ensures accurate damping factor (1000) for large speakers
 - Balanced input stage configuration enables high-clarity signal amplification
 - Large-capacity 940VA custom power transformer
 - Large bipolar LAPT transistors deliver 34 amperes of instantaneous output current

Witness the birth of an all-new stereo power amplifier, borrowing from the engineering techniques utilized in 
our flagship Grandioso M1X mono block. The new S-05 – a class-A power amplifier thoroughly focused on 
delivering all of music’s unique tonal qualities from a more compact stereo configuration, embracing the
philosophy of the Grandioso M1X: “minimal circuitry – maximum output”.

Key Features:
 - Finely detailed Class-A sound with super dynamics – an Esoteric’s signature tone
 - Dual monaural construction in all stages including current smoothing circuit for better channel separation
 - Esoteric’s proprietary “ES-Link Analog” delivers music signal with exceptional high power and fidelity.
 - High capacity bi-polar 3 parallel push/pull circuit that instantaneously responds to the music signal
 - 940VA large EI-core power transformer that responds to dynamic current supply changes with high speed
 - Large “Grandioso grade” custom capacitors on each channel (10,000µF × 4/ch)
 - BTL / Bi-amp mode switch for dual amplifier configuration
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